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  This book comprises  a typological  study  of  the  causative  and  the  direct and

indirect passive constructions,  fbcusing on  the passive reading  of  the causative

construction.  In many  languages the causative  construction  can  express  a passive
meaning  under  certain  conditions.  Thus, the  question is how  it is possible fbr the

causative  construction  to have both causative  and  passive interpretations. The

proposed analysis  of  this phenomenon  is that the  passive and  causztive  senses

share  a  basic conceptual  structure,  from which  the ful1 representations  of  the  two

senses  are  detived by a  set  of  general principles interprcting the  affectedness

relations  between Participants and  Events. One  of  the  very  interesting theoretical

points about  this proposal is that  one  conceptual  structure  can  be mapped  onto

another  by some  general principles: the theory  of  lexical conceptual  structure  is

not  static as it is generally assumed  to  be, but dynamic. I quite agree  with  him on

this point: semanttcs  ls generative, not  static  or  lnterpretuve.

2.

  The main  topic  of  this book is a  cross-linguistic  study  of  the  causative/

passive ambiguity  of  the  causative  construction  with  special  reference  to the

indirect passive in Japanese. The  following English example  in (i) shows  the

passive / causative  ambiguity,  which  corresponds  to two  different constructions

in Japanese as  shown  in (2):

  (i ) John had his watch  stolen  by Mary.

  (z) a. John-ga Mary-ni tokei-o  nusum-ase-ta.

         John-Nom Mary-Dat  watch-Acc  steal-Cause-Past

          John had  Mary  steal  a watch.'

       b. John-ga Mary-ni tokei-o  nusum-are-ta.

          John-Nom Mary-BY  watch-Acc  steal-Pass-Past

          John had a  watch  stolen  by Mary.'

This sort  of  ambiguity  observed  in (i) is a highly general cross-linguistic  phe-

nomenon,  being observed  in Korean, Mongolian,  and  Chinese as  well  as in Indo-

European languages such  as  English and  French. This fact suggests  that  the
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c2usative!passive  ambiguity  observed  in the  causative  construction  reflects

some  general properties of  natural  language. Therefore the  present study  focuses
on

 
the

 guestion how  it is possible fbr Dne  and  the  same  syntactic  fbrm, namely,
a  causative  fbrm to express  botih a causative  and  a  passive interpretation.

  As  shown  in (2b), the  interpretation tihat is expressed  by the causative  con-

struction  in English and  other  languages is expressed  by the  passive construction

inJapanese.  The  author  calls  this phenomenon a  constructional  mismatch. Then,
another  question is: how  the  constructional  mismatch  occurs.

  Beofre going into these  two  questions, let us  look at the syntactfc  and  semantic

properties of  the indirect passive consttuction  in Japanese and  the  causative

construction  in Engtish.

  The  author  assumes  that the  passive morpheme  in indirect passivc has its own
subject  and  induces suppression  of  the external  theta-role of  the  embedded

clause.  Under this 2ssumption,  the  indirect passive sentence  like (s) is assigned

the  S-structure shown  in (4):

(3)

(4)

sensei-ga  seito-ru  kuruma-o ker-are-ta.
The teacher-Nom  his student-BY  car-Acc  kick-Pass-Past
`The

 teacher  had his car  kicked by his student.'

[s sensei-ga  [vp [s seito-ni  i [vR e i Lvp kuruma-o ker- ]]] -rare-ta]]

This structure  shows  that the Japane$e indirect passive is a bi-clausal consttuc-

tion whose  matrix  subject  is interpreted as being affected  by the embedded

clause.

  The  English causative  construction  in (s) has much  the  same  structural  prop-
erties as the  japanese indirect passive, as  shown  in (6):

  ( s ) Mary  h2d her camera  confiscated  by the police.

  (6) [sMary [yp had tshet camerai  [vpconfiscated ei by the police ]]]]
Comparing  the indirect passive morpheme  -mre-  in (4) and  the  causative  have in
(s), we  find that -mre- both assigns  an  

"extra"

 subject  and  suppresses  the  external

theta-role of  the  embedded  clause  while  have does the former job and  -en does
the latter one  in (s).Just like (i), (s) has the passivelcausative ambiguity.

  The  author  claims  that the notions  Exclusion and  Inclusion play a crucial  role
.m

 
accounting

 for a passivc interpretation of  the causative  construction.  To  clarify

these  two  notions,  consider  the fo11owing sentence:

  (7) John-ga Mary-ni zibun-no  kodorno-o home-rare-ta.

      John-Nom Mary-BY  selfPoss  child-Acc  admire-Pass-Past

      John had his child  admired  by Mary.'
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Wihen kodonvo is John's child,  the  author  says  that  this sentence  has a neutral  non-

adversative  interpretation, whereas  when  kedeneo is Mary's child,  it ha$ an  adver-

sative  reading.  In the  former case,  the  subject  is "included"
 in the  event  de-

scribed  by the VP  by having a  binding relation  with the  object.  However, in the
latter case,  since  the  subject  has nothing  to do with  the object,  it is "excluded"

from  the  event  described by the VP: In this Exclusion case  theJapanese  indirect

p2ssive has an  adversative  interpretation.

  The Exclusion 1 Inclusion distinction can  provide an  account  of  the difference
between the  following Japanese and  Korean  examples:

(8) a.  John-ga Mary-ni kami-o

       John-Nom Mary-BY  hair-Acc

        John had his hair cut  by Mary.'

    b. John-i Mary-eykey melithel-ul

       John-Norn Mary-BY  hair-Acc

        John had his hair cut  by Mary.'

kir-are-ta.
cut-Pass-Past

kkakk-i-ess-ta.

cut-Pass-Past-Plain

In the Korean  sentence,  the object  
`hair'

 can  be onlyJohn's,  but in theJapanese
example,  it can  also be Mary's. In order  to account  for this difference, the author
suggests  that in Korean (indirect) passives the  subject  be related  to the  object

either  by binding some  part of  it or  being in some  pragmatic relation  to it. Then
these  observations  lead to the following descriptive generalization:

(9)If the  subject  is 
"excluded"

 in a  passive structure,  then

a. the  subject  (or the entire  structure)  fails to be licensed in Korean;
b. the  subject  receives  an  adversative  interpretation inJapanese.

This generalization makes  the correct  prediction that Korean has no  intransitive

passive like (ioal, whose  Japanese counterpart  is cornpletely  acceptable  as  in

(iob):

(IO)a.b.'haksayng-i
 ai-eykey  wul-li-ess-ta.

 gakusei-ga kodomo-ni  nak-are-ta.

 The student-Nom  child-BY  cry-Pass-Past

 
`The

 child  cried,  which  affected  the  student.'

Though the  subject  of  Korean passives must  have some  binding or  pragmatic
relation  with  the  object,  since  intransitive verbs  have no  object,  condition  (ga)
cannot  be satisfied  in (ioaj. Then  the Exclusion / Inclusion distinction plays a

crucial  role  in interpreting Korean and  Japanese indirect passives.
  This distinction is also  crucial  in accounting  fbr a  passive reading  of  the
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French causative  construction:

  (ii) a.  Marie  s'est  fait arreter  par la police.

          
`Mary

 had herself arrested  by the police.'
      b. Marie Ie faite arreter  par la police.

          
`Mary

 had him arrested  by the police.'

(iiaj has as  the embedded  subject  a  refiexive  pronoun bound  by  the  matrix

subjcct,  and  then  the matrix  subject  is 
"included"

 in the  event  by having a

binding relation  with  the reflexive  pronoun. On  the  other  hand, (nb) has a

pronoun as  the  embedded  subject  which  has no  binding relation  with the matrix
subject,  and  then  the  matrix  subject  is 

"excluded"

 from the  embedded  event.

(i iaj allows  a  passive reading  while  (i ib)  does not.  Thus, the  generalization fbr

tihe French causative  construction  would  be like the fbllowing:

  (i2) a. The  causative  construction  czn  potencially express  both passive and

          causattve  senses;

      b. ifthe subject  is excluded  form the  event,  then  onlyacausative  sense

         is possible;
      c. if the subject  is included in the  event,  then a  passive sense  is pos-
          sible.

Since this generalization applies  to  such  languages as  Chinese, Korean, Mongo-
lian, etc., in addition  to French, it can  be considered  to reflect some  universal

propcnics of  natural  language. Then, the question is why  (i2) holds in natural

language.

  The author  proposes a  lexical-semantics approach  to this question: The  basic
idea is tiiat both causative  and  passive readings  (inciuding those  of  the indirect

passivej are  derived from  the same  basic lexical conceptual  structure  by some

general principles, and  thus  the  ambiguity  of  the  causative  construction  fo11ows.
The difference between causative  and  passive readings  lies in the direction of

affectedness,  as  is clear  from the following sentence:

  (T3) Jean s'est  falt broyet sa  voiture  pat un  camion.

      Jean had his car  smashed  by a  track.'

In the causative  reading,  the  subject  is in an  affecting  relation  to the embedded

event,  namely,  has a causative  relation,  whereas  in the  passive reading,  the subject
is in a relation  of  

"being
 affected"  to the  event.  (i3) has a basic conceptual

structure  like (i4aj from which  (i4c) is derived via (i4b); (i4c) is a  conceptual

structure  for the causative  reading.  (isb), which  is a  passive reading  for (J s), is
also  derived from (i4a) via  (i saj:
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a.

b.

C.

[    ---

  AFF  ([TRUCK],
AFF  ([JEAN ])

[    ---

  AFF  ([TRUCK],
AFF([JEAN],  )
CAUSE

 ([a], [ ..

            L

AFF  ([JEAN]a

Reviews

[CAR]1

[CAR])]

   .AFF([TRUCK],

,)

[CAR[l)]

II7

(i 5)Passive reading:

a.

b.

[    ---

  AFF  ([TRUCK],
AFF(  ,[JEAN])

[    --l

  AFF  ([TRUCK],
AFF  ([ P], [JEAN l)

[CAR])]

      1
{CAR]")]

The basic conceptual  structure  in (i4aj is converted  to either  (i4b) in which

JEAN has the  status  of  Actor or  (isaj in which  JEAN receives  the  status  of

Aflibctee. To  these  derived conceptual  structures  the  fo11owing principles apply

depending on  the status  ofJEAN:

(i6)If X  is an  argument  of  the  main  AFF  function and  its relation  to  a

subordinate  Event (= E) is not  specified,  then

Actor Principle : (a) relate  X  to E  as  the  Instigator ofE,  ifX  is Actor
Affectee Principle : (b) relate  X  to  the  Affectee of  E, if X  is Affectee.

Since JEAN in (i4b) is an  actor,  (i6aj derives (i4c) from (i4b). On  the  other

hand, sinceJEAN  in (i sa) is an  affectee,  (i6b) derives (i sb) from (isa). Since the

Aflectee Principle assigns  the 6-binding, as shown  in (isb), which  indicates tihe

inclusion relation,  it can  account  for the  fact that  the  passive meanlng  of  the

causative  construction  is induced by tihe inclusion relation.

  The author  claims  that  in Japanese, the  indirect passive has a  neutral  reading

under  the  inclusion cnvironments,  while  it receives  an  adversarive  reading  under

the  exclusion  environments:
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(i7)a. boku-wa tuma-ni  syorui-o  moyas-are-ta.

   I -Top  wife-BY  documents-Acc burn-P2ss-Past

   
`I
 had the  documents burned by my  wife.'

b.

c.

f-･ 1
 LAFF ([TUMA], [SYORUI] rs )j
AFF  ([6], [BOKU])

r･･･ l7
 LAFF ([TUMA], [SYORUI])J
AFF  ([7], [BOKUD

The indirect passive in Japanese has the  same  basic conceptual  structute  as (i4aj,
from which  (i7b) is derived by the  Affectee Principle which  assigns  the  IiL
binding. This structure  shows  a  neutral  interpretation. On  the other  hand, in

(i7c) the main  AFF  function has the first argument  x  which  is bound  to .the

whole  embedded  event:  since  the affectee  is excluded  from the  event,  (i7c)
shows  an  adversative  reading.  The  vbinding is accomplished  by the following
principle which  is peculiar to  Japanese:

(i8)IfX is an  affectee  that is completely  disconnected from th

Event, E, tihen  interpret it by relating  it to  E  isel£

This ptinciple accounts  fbr the  intransitive passive
arnple,  is assigned  the  conceptual  structure  in (igb).in

 Japanese.

e  subordinate

(I9al, for ex-

(ig) a. John-ga Mary-ni nak-are-ta.

       John-Nom Mary-BY  cry-Pass-Past

        
`Mary

 cried,  which  affected  John.'

    b. [ CRY([MARY)]71

       LAFF([ 71, [JOHN])]

Since principle (i8) is not  available  to French and  other  languages, no  counter-

part of  (igaj can  be allowed in these languages.

  Summarizing, the causative  and  passive readings  of  the  causative  construcrion

in French and  other  languages are  derived frorn a  basic lexical conceptual  struc-

ture  of  the causatfve  construction  by the  Actor Principie and  the  Affectee Prin-
ciple,  respectively.  The asymmetry  in interpretation of  the  causative  construction,

i.e., that the c2usative  reading  is always  possible, while  the  passive reading  can  be
obtained  under  certain  restricted  circumstances,  is accounted  for by the inciusion
restriction  which  is imposed  only  on  the  passive reading.

  The  Japanese indirect passive shares  with  the  causative  construction  the struc-
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ture like (i saj, to which  the  Affectee Principle applies,  deriving something  like

(isb). Thus, tihe constructional  mismatch, namely,  the  fact that the causative

construction  in French and  other  languages sometimes  corresponds  to the pas-
sive  construction  in Japanesc, can  be accounted  fbt. The Actor Principle and  the

Afft]ctee Principle are  responsible  fbr the ambiguity  of  the  causative  construction

and  the constructional  mismatch.

5･
  Discussion: The  author  claims  that the  passive mot:pheme  -mre- has its own

external  theta-role  and  presents three pieces of  evidence  to support  this claim:

the  obligatoriness  of  the subject,  the  non-focal  neutral  interpretation, and  the

impossibility of  
"control

 into focus." Of  these  I wma  examine  only  the  last

argument  here.

  The  problem is the status  of  PRO  in the fbllowing indirect passive embedded

in a  control  sttucture:

  (2o) Takao-ga [PRO sensei-ni  musuko-o  home-rare-yoo]-to si-ta.

      Takao-Nom  teacher-BY  son-Acc  admire-Pass  COMP  try-Past

If PRO  is a focu$ subject  (one of  the rnultiple  subjects),  but not  a subject

assigned  a theta-role, we  would  expect  tihat the same  type  of  control  is also

possible in such  a  focus construction  as  (2i):

  (2i) Takao-ga musuko-ga  syussesi-yoo  to  si-ta.

       Takao-Nom  son-Nom  succeed-try  to do-Past

       
`As

 to Takao, his son  tried  to succeed.'

Though  this sentence  is acceptable,  its structure  should  be (22aj, but not  (22b) as

would  be expected  if the  control  into focus is possible:

  (22) a.  Takao-ga [musuko-ga [PRO syussesi-yoo]  
-to

 si-ta].

       b. *Takao-ga  [PRO [musuko-ga s}russesi-yoo]  
-to

 si-ta].

Tlrius, the author  says,  
"Therefore,

 the PRO  in (2o) must  be analyzed  as having

the status  of  a  subject,  to which  some  theta-role  is assigned."  However, this

argument  does not  work  since  the  sttucture  of  (22b) itself is not  legitimate as  a

structure  of  control  whether  control  into fbcus is possible or  not.

  The author  clalms  that the  indirect passive in Japanese has a  neutral  reading

under  the  inclusion environments,  whereas  it has an  adversative  reading  under

the  exclusion  environments.  Howevet, this distinction is not  so  clear  to me  and

many  other  informants. I suspect  that whether  the indirect passive has a  neutral

reading  or  an  adversative  reading  may  largely depend  upon  pragmatic factors.
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The  authot  also  points out  that the intransitive passive in Japanese has only  an

adversative  meaning,  which  is accounted  fbr by 7-binding as shown  in (i7c).
However,  the fbllowing sentences  do not  seem  to show  any  adversity.

  (23) a. kaze-ni fukar-ete, kimochi-ga li.

          The  wind-BY  breeze-Pass, feeling-Nom good

          
`It

 is breezing, which  makes  me  feel good.'
      b. akachan-nl  hohoerna-rete, ureshiku-natta.

          Tlhe baby-BY smile-Pass,  a) happy-feel-Past
          

`The

 baby smiled  on  me,  which  made  me  feei happy.'

If his account  of  an  adversative  reading  by (i7c) is correct,  it remains  to be seen
why  an  adversative  reading  can  be obtained  only  when  an  Affbctee is related  to

the  entire  Event  and  why  this relation  is not  available  to French  and  other

languages.

4･

  This book is carefully  written  and  prDvides a  large amount  of  infbrmation and
a fair number  of  significant  insights concerning  voice  systems.  It also gives us  a

deeper undetstanding  of  the notion  of  
"affectedness"

 ef  an  entity  as  a  principal
determining factor in voice  alternations. This book wM  surely  make  a great
contribution  to  the future studv  of  voice.
                         ;
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